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Abstract: Atmospheric ice nucleating particles (INPs) contribute to initiate precipitation. In particular,
biological INPs act at warmer temperatures than other types of particles (>−10 ◦C) therefore
potentially defining precipitation distribution. Here, in order to identify potential environmental
drivers in the distribution and fate of biological INPs in the atmosphere, we conducted a mid-term
study of the freezing characteristics of precipitation. A total of 121 samples were collected during a
period of >1.5 years at the rural site of Opme (680 m a.s.l. (above sea level), France). INP concentration
ranged over two orders of magnitude at a given temperature depending on the sample; there were
<1 INPs mL−1 at ≥−5 ◦C, ~0.1 to 10 mL−1 between −5 ◦C and −8 ◦C, and ~1 to 100 mL−1 at colder
temperatures. The data support the existence of an intimate natural link between biological INPs and
hydrological cycles. In addition, acidification was strongly correlated with a decrease of the freezing
characteristics of the samples, suggesting that human activities impact the role of INPs as triggers of
precipitation. Water isotope ratio measurements and statistical comparison with aerosol and cloud
water data confirmed some extent of INP partitioning in the atmosphere, with the INPs active at the
warmest temperatures tending to be more efficiently precipitated.
Keywords: ice nucleating particles; precipitation; climatology
1. Introduction
The formation of ice in clouds is a major process in the induction of precipitation [1].
At temperatures above the homogeneous freezing point of water, at nearly −40 ◦C, ice formation
is favored by the presence of aerosols acting as ice nucleating particles (INPs). To date, many INPs
with possible impacts on precipitation have been identified in the atmosphere. These comprise
abundant mineral and organic particles such as feldspar [2] and cellulose [3], and also fewer numerous
biological particles [4–7] catalyzing freezing at much warmer temperatures (i.e., >−10 ◦C; [1,8]),
notably fungi [9,10] and bacteria [11–13].
The capacity of biological material to catalyze ice formation was discovered about 50 years
ago [14–17]. Since then, biological INPs have been shown to be widespread in the air, clouds and
precipitation, from tropics to polar regions (e.g., [6,18–20]), and over oceans [21–23]. Water isotope ratio
measurements in snowfall showed that biological INPs are precipitated more efficiently than other
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particles of a similar size [24], suggesting a role in initiating precipitation. However, modeling studies
indicated that their impact is probably not global [25,26], but rather limited to regional or local
scales [27], at places and times where and when they are sufficient enough to trigger precipitation and
influence spatial and temporal rainfall patterns [27,28].
Over the past 15 years, the mountain observatory on Puy de Dôme (1465 m a.s.l.) in Central
France has hosted a number of studies on the microbiology of aerosols [29–31] including biological
ice nucleators [6,11,32]. In this paper, we present a 1.5-year survey of the freezing characteristics
of precipitation collected at a site located below puy de Dôme Mountain, and associated with
meteorological, chemical and microbiological data in an attempt to explain the variability. In a second
step we combine these new precipitation data with data from clouds and aerosol sampled on the
summit. Our objective is to identify pattern indicative of the potential role of INPs in inducing
precipitation and to detect eventual specific atmospheric processing of INPs.
2. Material and Methods
2.1. Sample Collection
Precipitation samples were collected at ~1.5 m above ground at Opme meteorological station
in Central France (680 m a.s.l., 45.712500◦ N, 3.090278◦ E), in a rural area at about 7 km from
Clermont-Ferrand city and 13 km from the top of puy de Dôme. An automated wet-deposition
sampler (Eigenbrodt NSA 181/KHS) was installed at Opme in September 2015; it is equipped with a
sensor to open a polytetrafluoroethylene (PTFE) lid only when precipitation occurs, thus preventing
contamination by dry deposition between precipitation events. The water collected by the glass funnel
of the sampler was immediately transferred by gravity into sterile (autoclaved) 1-L glass bottles
through sterile silicone tubing. The carousel holding 8 collection bottles was maintained at 4 ◦C,
and it was set to switch every 24 h at midnight to a new bottle. Bottles were all (even if empty)
collected every week or less and replaced by a new set of 8 sterile bottles after careful rinsing of the
collection funnel with ethanol 70% and sterile water. The volume of sample collected daily was divided
by the collection area (500 cm2) to derive daily precipitation.
After the collection of the bottles, each sample was directly analyzed for INPs, pH was measured,
and ~1 mL subsample was collected and stored at 4 ◦C for oxygen isotope ratio measurement. At some
occasions, subsamples were taken for ion content analysis by ion chromatography (5 mL, stored at
−25 ◦C) and total cells enumeration by flow cytometry (see below).
Aerosol samples were collected for periods of 5 to 21 days between January and November 2013
at puy de Dôme station (1465 m a.s.l., 45.772◦ N, 2.9655◦ E, France), on 13.7 cm diameter quartz filters
using a HiVol PM10 Digitel sampler, at a mean air flow rate of 420 L/min. Filters were stored at −25 ◦C
until analysis. For ice nucleation assays, 2 subsamples of 1.2 cm of diameter were collected from each
filter sample, in a laminar flow hood using a flamed dye. Particles were obtained by washing these
in 12 mL of sterile 0.9% NaCl solution, with shaking for 20 min at 4 ◦C; the liquid was then analyzed
for INPs.
2.2. Ice Nucleation Assays
The concentration of INPs was determined between −2 ◦C and −14 ◦C by droplet-freezing
assays, using the apparatus LINDA (LED-Based Ice Nucleation Detection Apparatus) [33]. From each
precipitation sample, 26 subsamples of 400 µL were pipetted into 0.5 mL microtubes and placed
in a cryobath (Julabo F34-ED) set at −2 ◦C. LINDA detects freezing as a sudden decrease in the
transmission of light from light-emitting diodes (LEDs) below the microtubes as observed with a
camera above the tubes. The cumulative concentration of INPs at each 0.5 ◦C temperature step was
calculated according to Equation (13) in Vali [34], and it is noted INPT at the temperature T throughout
the manuscript. The corresponding lower and upper quantification limits were 0.10 IN mL−1 and
8.15 IN mL−1, respectively, or 81.5 IN mL−1 in the case when a ten-fold dilution of the sample was
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analyzed. There was no relationship between the delay before analysis (time spent by the sample in
the collector after precipitation: 0 to 7 days at 4 ◦C) and the INP concentration or the onset temperature
of freezing (p-value > 0.97; Spearman’s or Pearson’s test).
For aerosols, non-exposed quartz filters were used as controls using the same washing procedure
as for samples. The washing liquid started freezing at temperatures ≤−9.5 ◦C and the corresponding
INP concentration remained <0.5 mL−1 at temperatures >−12 ◦C, i.e., one order of magnitude lower
than in the less concentrated samples.
2.3. Cell Counts
Cell counts were performed occasionally on precipitation samples, by flow cytometry
(BD FacsCalibur, Becton Dickinson, Franklin Lakes, NJ, USA). Triplicate volumes of 450 µL were
added with 50 µL 5% glutaraldehyde (0.5% final concentration; Sigma-Aldrich G7651) and stored
at 4 ◦C. For analysis, samples were mixed with 1 vol. of 0.02 µm filtered Tris-EDTA pH 8.0 (40 mM
Tris-Base, 1 mM EDTA, acetic acid to pH 8.0) and stained with SYBRGreen I (Molecular Probes Inc.,
Eugene, OR, USA) from a 100X solution. Counts were performed for 2 min or 100,000 events at a flow
rate “High” (~80 µL min−1, precisely determined by weighting). Bacterial cells were distinguished
based on their forward and side scattering fluorescence light intensities (λexc = 488 nm; λem = 530 nm).
2.4. Chemical Analyses
Ion analysis of precipitation samples was realized occasionally, by ion chromatography,
on subsamples kept at −25 ◦C, using a Dionex DX320 for anions (column AS11, eluant KOH) and a
Dionex ICS1500 for cations (column CS16, eluant hydroxymethanesulfonate), similarly as in [35].
2.5. Meteorological Data and Backward Trajectory Plots
Meteorological variables (pressure, temperature, relative humidity and wind speed) were
monitored continuously by the ground based meteorological stations at Opme and puy de Dôme.
Details on these stations can be found at http://wwwobs.univ-bpclermont.fr/SO/mesures/index.php.
The variables are measured routinely and included in ACTRIS-FR, the French component of the
distributed research infrastructure ACTRIS (Aerosol Cloud and Trace gases Research Infrastructure).
Vertical profiles of 4 parameters (relative humidity, cloud cover, cloud liquid water content and
cloud ice water content) have also been extracted from ECMWF ERA-Interim re-analyses [36] and used
for statistical analyses. The nearest grid point from Opme has been taken from the horizontal resolution
0.125◦ output, on 23 vertical levels between the ground and 12 km altitude and with a temporal
resolution of 6 h (00, 06, 12 and 18UT). The 4 profiles have been plotted for each day of precipitation
sampling, and the plots are presented in the Supplementary Materials (Supplementary Materials
zipfile 1).
In order to determine the dynamical origin of the precipitating clouds, we calculated
back-trajectories with the LACYTRAJ model [37]. LACYTRAJ is a 3D kinematic trajectory code using
ECMWF ERA-Interim re-analyses. In this work, initialization wind fields have a horizontal resolution
of 1◦ in latitude and longitude, and 37 vertical levels. Each trajectory point is advected using a bilinear
interpolation for horizontal wind fields and time and a log-linear interpolation for vertical wind field.
Each cluster of trajectories is calculated every 15 min for 48 h of back-trajectories, for each day of
precipitation sampling with a starting vertical level defined using ERA-Interim humidity and cloud
parameters, and varying from 1 to 5 km. LACYTRAJ has previously been used to study long-range
inter-hemispheric transport of carbon monoxide [38], interactions between the mixing layer and the
free troposphere [39] or jet stream dynamics [40]. Based on previous studies of the atmosphere at
this site [41], we distinguished categories in the geographical origin of air masses; here 3 sectors
were defined: West (air masses from the Atlantic Ocean), North-East (Continental source) and South
(Mediterranean Sea). The back-trajectory plots corresponding to the samples investigated are presented
in the Supplementary Materials (Supplementary Materials zipfile 2).
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2.6. δ18OMeasurements
Precipitation leads to a depletion of 18O in water carried by an air mass. It can be quantitatively
modeled as a Rayleigh distillation process [42]. We have previously described the procedure in detail
by which we derive from δ18O values measured in a precipitation sample the fraction of water vapor
lost from an air mass prior to its arrival at a sampling point [24]. In this study we used a value
of −13.12 permil for water vapor at its source (above ocean), fractionation factors from liquid to
vapor of 1.0116 along the trajectory from ocean to puy de Dôme and of 1.0129 in the precipitating
clouds above Opme. The greatest uncertainty here is associated with the possible change of δ18O in
precipitation along its trajectory between the clouds and our sampler, which we cannot account for.
2.7. Data Analyses
Statistical analyses were performed using Paleontological Statistics Software Package for
Education and Data Analysis (PAST) v.3.07 [43] and SigmaPlot 13.0. For statistical comparisons of
datasets, normality was verified by Shapiro–Wilk test and parametric (F or t-test, Pearson correlation)
or non-parametric (Mann–Whitney, Kruskal–Wallis, Spearman correlation, ANOVA on ranks) tests
were used accordingly.
Correlation tests including qualitative environmental variables (season and geographical origin)
were performed by assigning a natural number arbitrary starting from 1 to each category; all the
different assignment possibilities were included in the tests.
3. Results and Discussion
3.1. Main Characteristics of the Samples
During the period between 30 September 2015 and 11 June 2017 (620 days), a total of 421 days
were investigated; 138 of these had precipitation events, and 121 of them were analyzed for INPs.
The dataset investigated is summarized in Table 1, and presented in its entirety in the Supplementary
Materials (Table S1); the cumulative freezing profiles are synthesized in Figure 1, and the corresponding
individual freezing profiles are shown in Figure S1.
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Figure 1. Summary plots of the cumulative freezing profiles of precipitation samples (n = 121).
Boxes show medians (narrow horizontal line), 25th and 75th percentiles (upper and lower bounds of
the boxes) and 10th and 90th percentiles (whiskers), with outliers indicated as dots; mean ice nucleating
particles (INP) concentrations are indicated as thick lines.
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Table 1. Summary of the precipitation dataset investigated (see Table S1 for complete data).
Sampling Duration (h) Total Volume Collected (mL) Precipitation Rate(mL cm−2 d−1) (a) Onset Freezing Temp. (
◦C) INP−7 Concentration (mL−1)
Ambient Air
Temperature (◦C) (b) Relative Humidity
(b) Pression (hPa) (b)
Min 24 12 0.024 −7.5 0.00 −1.3 34.0 916
Max 24 1100 2.2 −3 8.15 19.9 120.8 954
Mean 24 239.7 0.5 −5.3 2.08 9.2 86.9 937
Std error - 265.8 0.5 0.7 2.14 5.1 21.0 8




Speed (m s−1) (b)
Cells Conc.
(mL−1) 1-fv
(c) pH Cl− (µM) NO3− (µM) SO42− (µM) PO43− (µM) Na+ (µM) NH4+ (µM) K+ (µM) Mg2+ (µM) Ca2+ (µM)
Min 0.59 1.62 2.4 × 102 −0.18 4.30 1.9 3.5 0.8 0.3 1.9 7.0 0.3 0.1 6.6
Max 9.16 14.65 6.61 × 105 0.85 7.02 32.9 36.4 21.3 3.8 13.6 60.0 16.4 3.5 33.0
Mean 3.32 6.70 2.6 × 104 0.5 5.59 6.3 15.3 5.0 1.3 3.9 29.9 2.4 0.8 11.2
Std error 1.70 2.64 9.3 × 104 0.2 0.51 7.1 9.6 5.5 0.8 2.8 16.3 3.7 0.8 6.7
n 84 84 62 106 121 19 19 18 19 19 19 19 19 19
(a) Inferred from the volume of water collected; (b) over the duration of the sampling period; (c) fraction of water vapor lost from air mass prior this precipitation event; derived from water
isotope ratio.
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INP concentration increased exponentially with decreasing temperature, as usually observed
(e.g., [6,20]); values spanned in general over two orders of magnitude at each temperature depending
on the sample, with ranges from <0.1 to 1 mL−1 at temperatures ≥−5 ◦C, from ~0.1 to ~10 mL−1
between −5 ◦C and −8 ◦C, and from ~1 to ~100 down to −14 ◦C (Figure 1). Sample values at any
temperature between −4.5 ◦C to −12 ◦C were normally distributed (Shapiro–Wilk test; n = 121;
p < 0.01).
The temperature at which the first freezing event was observed under our experimental conditions
(“onset freezing temperature”) corresponds to our limit of quantification (0.1 INP mL−1). This occurred
at temperatures between −3 ◦C and −7.5 ◦C, on average over the 121 samples at −5.3 ◦C ± 0.7 ◦C
(Figure 2) (normality verified by Shapiro–Wilk test; n = 121; p = 9 × 10−5); it was strongly linked with
the concentration of INP measured at colder temperatures (Pearson test; p < 0.001; n = 121). Such high
freezing temperatures indicate that the particles responsible for freezing were biological [4–6,44,45].
At −7 ◦C (INP−7), more than 90% of the samples had started freezing and INP concentration was on
average 2.05 ± 2.17 mL−1 (±standard error); the concentrations measured at this temperature were
used for further statistical analyses.
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Figure 2. Frequency distribution of the onset freezing temperature of precipitation samples (n = 121).
Each sa ple consisted of 10.4 L precipitation (26 × 400 µL). This sa ple volu e corresponds to
26 3 of cloud volu e, assu ing a condensed ater content of 0.4 g m−3 [46]; e.g., in such a cloud
volu e there ould have been at least one I P active at the indicated te perature and frequency.
3.2. Variability of INP Concentration and Links with Environmental Variables
In this study, we documented the climatology of the INP active at a warm temperature and tried
to identify their environmental drivers, in order to improve knowledge and representation of their
spatial and temporal distribution.
The freezing profiles of precipitation varied widely between precipitation events, at a short time
scale. For example, on the 4 October 2015 we recovered a sample of ~35 mL of water having freezing
properties among the weakest observed in this study (see Table S1 and Figure S2), with an onset
freezing temperature of −6.5 ◦C and as low as 0.2 INP−7 mL−1. On the day after (5 October 2015),
the rainfall was about three times more abundant and a volume of ~100 mL was recovered; the onset
freezing temperature under the same experimental conditions had risen to −4.5 ◦C, and rather than
being more diluted by the larger volume of water, the sample had one order of magnitude high
concentration of INP−7. Similarly, the two samples with the most extreme high and low freezing
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characteristics were both collected in spring 2017, on the 19 and 31 May. While the first sample
started freezing at −7.5 ◦C, so no INP−7 was detected, the second froze at −3 ◦C and had ≥8.15 INP
mL−1 at −5.5 ◦C. Between these contrasting examples, notably the origin of air masses had changed
from Western to Eastern, and pH had risen closer to neutrality. In further statistical analyses, we
explored the whole dataset in order to detect general trends that could best explain the variability
of INP concentration observed in precipitation. Multivariate analysis (PCA) was carried out first,
considering meteorological and temporal variables, and air mass characteristics when available,
along with freezing parameters (INP−7 and onset freezing temperature). About 40% of the variance
of the dataset was explained by the two first components, related mainly to temporal (season) and
local meteorological (temperature and pressure) variables for the first one, and with the influence
of sources and atmospheric processes for the second (pH, fraction of water lost previously from
the air mass) (Figure 3). Freezing parameters themselves were related in particular to these latter
variables, which does neither imply strict correlations with them, nor exclude specific influence of
other parameters.
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Figure 3. Representation of the variables explaining the distribution of the data along the two main
axes defined by principal components analysis. (See data in Table S1).
The correlation between each individual variable was further examined by a non-parametric
Spearman Rank correlation test. The correlation matrix is shown as Supplementary Material (Table S3).
Results concerning the variability of freezing parameters in relation with season and with air mass
characteristics are presented and discussed below.
3.3. Temporal Variability
As expected, local meteorological variables were linked with season (p < 0.01), but the freezing
characteristics of precipitation samples were found totally independent from these (p > 0.05).
The temporal variability of INP−7 concentration in precipitation was examined on a monthly basis
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line), 25th and 75th percentiles (upper and lower bounds of the boxes) and 10th and 90th percentiles 
(whiskers), with outliers indicated as dots; means are indicated as thick lines. The monthly frequency 
of days with precipitation is indicated on the top of the graph and plotted as percentages  
(dashed line, right Y-axis). 
The frequency of rainy days on a monthly basis during the period considered in our study 
varied between 0.13 in July (=2/16; number of days with precipitation/total number of days 
considered for this calendar month over the entire sampling period), and 0.70 (21/30) in April (Table 
S2). Interestingly, from January to October, the frequency of rainy days was significantly and 
positively linearly correlated with the concentration of INP−7 in precipitation (Pearson’s R;  
p-value = 0.007; n = 13). This could result from the role of INP being active at high temperature in 
inducing precipitation, as demonstrated by numeric modeling [28], and/or by precipitation driving 
Figure 4. (A) Temporal distribution of the 121 precipitation samples over the 620-days period
studied from September 2015 to June 2017 (daily precipitation rate and INP−7 concentration);
(B) monthly evolution of INP-7 concentration (left Y-axis). Boxes show medians (narrow horizontal
line), 25th and 75th percentiles (upper and lower bounds of the boxes) and 10th and 90th percentiles
(whiskers), with outliers indicated as dots; means are indicated as thick lines. The monthly frequency
of days with precipitation is indicated on the top of the graph and plotted as percentages (dashed line,
right Y-axis).
The frequency of rainy days on a monthly basis during the period considered in our study varied
between 0.13 in July (=2/16; number of days with precipitation/total number of days considered
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for this calendar month over the entire sampling period), and 0.70 (21/30) in April (Table S2).
Interestingly, from January to October, the frequency of rainy days was significantly and positively
linearly correlated with the concentration of INP−7 in precipitation (Pearson’s R; p-value = 0.007;
n = 13). This could result from the role of INP being active at high temperature in inducing precipitation,
as demonstrated by numeric modeling [28], and/or by precipitation driving the aerosolization of
biological INPs [10,48]. The seasonality of their abundance in the atmosphere is probably related
with changes in the strength of sources, notably the phenology of vegetation [10], as it was already
suggested in one of the earliest studies of biogenic INP in rainwater [49]. Links between aerosol
number concentration or composition and the spatial and temporal distribution of precipitation are
known. A recent study highlighted such a link based on 50 years of aerosol and rain measurements
over China [50]. In Australia, Bigg and collaborators investigated the time series of several decades
of rainfalls and INP concentration in the air; they observed feedbacks linking these two parameters:
Land use influences precipitation frequency and quantity by modulating the abundance of airborne
INPs, which in turn influence precipitation [27].
3.4. Relations between INPs, Origin of Air Mass and Precipitation Chemistry
Freezing characteristics, i.e., onset freezing temperature and/or INP−7 concentration,
were correlated with the pH of precipitated water and with the fraction of water previously
lost by precipitation from the air mass (Spearman correlations, p < 0.05; Figure 5 and Table S3).
This suggests some controls of environmental drivers on INPs, from their sources toward precipitation.
Unless indicated otherwise, in the following, statistics are results of Spearman rank correlation tests.
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non-parametric Spearman rank correlation results are indicated on the top of each plot.
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Rain carries particles and solutes from high altitudes to the ground. The material present in
precipitation originates in part from the clouds, and also from aerosols scavenged on the path of falling
drops, so its composition reflects both the composition of the clouds and of the air column underneath
(e.g., [47,51,52]. Analyzing precipitation thus gives the unique possibility to access to large integrated
atmospheric samples. Although it is not the purpose of this study to investigate long distance transport vs.
local sources, we attempted to decipher the extent of these two origins in our observations. Methods have
been derived from simultaneous observations of precipitation and aerosols and/or numeric modeling,
notably at our sampling site and nearby [47]. It was evaluated that below-cloud scavenging can contribute
1/1000 up to half of the mass of a material present in precipitation water [51,53–55], depending on particle
characteristics (size and solubility; higher scavenging efficiencies are observed for non-soluble particles
and for particles <1 µm in diameter) and environmental context (height of the boundary layer above the
sampling site, amount of precipitation, raindrop size, duration of the dry period preceding precipitation).
Marked wash-out tends to cause higher concentrations in lightest rain-falls and/or after longer periods
of consecutive dry days [51]. Here, the concentration of INP−7 was independent (p > 0.05) from both
the number of consecutive days with precipitation and from the daily precipitation rate (Table S3).
Conversely, microbial cells were diluted in heavy rainfalls compared with slight precipitation events
(p = 0.01 with the daily precipitation rate; n = 62; Table S3). This indicated a notable contribution of
wash-out processes to the pool of microbial cells observed in precipitation, as proposed earlier [52], but no
or negligible influence on INPs.
In our dataset, 81 precipitating events were associated with air masses originating from the
West (Atlantic Ocean), 23 from the South (Mediterranean Sea) and 17 from the East (Continent).
The freezing characteristics were not statistically different between these geographical origins (ANOVA,
Kruskal–Wallis’ test, p > 0.05). Major ion concentrations were in the range ~0.5–50 µM, dominated
by NH4+, NO3− and Ca2+ (n = 19), and pH ranged from 4.3 to 7.0 (n = 121). Ion concentrations
were generally all positively correlated with one another, independent of air mass origin, with the
sectorization used, as well as from the freezing characteristics of the samples (Table S3). In turn,
acidic pH was strongly linked with a decrease in both the onset freezing temperature and INP−7
concentration (p < 0.02; Figure 5). Acidic pH in atmospheric waters often results from anthropogenic
releases (e.g., [56]). This observation suggests that human activities that result in rain acidification
are unlikely to release biological INPs. Additionally, we cannot exclude that they could have a
negative influence on the freezing capacity of biological INPs, and thus possibly subsequent impacts
on precipitation. Here, as we have investigated precipitation and not cloud water, we cannot directly
compare the probability of acidic clouds with that of more neutral clouds to precipitate, In the
laboratory, the ice nucleation activity of bacteria in a culture was found previously to be decreased
under acidic conditions (pH 4.1 vs. pH 5.9), in particular at the highest temperatures [57], as well as
were cell-free ice nuclei derived from bacteria [58]. The presence of ammonium sulfate was also shown
to affect the ice nucleation activity of bacterial cells aerosolized in cloud simulation chamber [59].
Modifications of the surface properties of particles (coating, charges) could be responsible for these
observations [60].
Although no direct correlation of bacterial cell concentration with the freezing parameters was
observed in our data (p > 0.17; n = 62; Table S3), it was also strongly linked with pH (p < 0.001; n = 62)
and season, with more cells during the warmest periods of the year; these features were both observed
earlier in the air and clouds, notably by our group at this location [61–63]. These indirect relationships
suggest that a fraction of the biological particles involved in freezing could be ice-nucleation active
bacterial cells, but the absence of a direct correlation also indicates that they represent an insignificant
(in the statistical sense) number of individuals in the total airborne bacterial community (e.g., [11,12]).
The proportion of water lost from the air mass prior the collection of our precipitation samples,
as inferred from the isotopic signature, ranged from −0.181 to 0.85 (0.47 ± 0.19 in average).
Small negative values are due to measurement uncertainty and, possibly, a failure in these cases
of our assumption that isotope ratios remain unaltered along the path of precipitation between
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cloud and collector. It was observed earlier at the high altitude research station Jungfraujoch,
Switzerland, that INPs active at warm temperatures are preferentially precipitated, compared to other
particles of comparable size, supporting the idea that they play a role in inducing precipitation [24].
Here, this idea is supported by a correlation between the fraction of vapor lost and the onset freezing
temperature (p = 0.045; n = 106), which tends to decrease when more water has been lost (likely along
with the most efficient INPs). However, unlike the study on Jungfraujoch, we did not find a correlation
with the concentration of INP−7.
3.5. Comparison with Other Atmospheric Components
Major ion concentrations in the precipitation samples were generally in the range ~0.5–50 µM,
dominated by NH4+, NO3− and Ca2+, and bacterial cell concentration varied between 2.4 × 102 and
6.6 × 105 mL−1 (Table 1). Chemicals and particles are known to be generally more concentrated in the
early stages of a forming cloud than in precipitation due to dilution by addition of condensing water
as the cloud develops towards a precipitating stage (e.g., [47,64]). Consistently, the concentrations
of ions, cells and INPs were on average more dilute in precipitation compared with cloud water,
by a factor of ~2 to ~10, although not all significantly (Figure S3). Notably Na+ and Mg2+ were
significantly less concentrated in precipitation than they were in cloud water, but the concentrations
of NO3− and SO42−, as well as those of cells, were not different, indicative of different processing
behaviors (in-cloud partitioning [65] and/or below-cloud scavenging [55]) between these species.
Concerning INPs, at the temperature of −8 ◦C (temperature at which data are available for both clouds
and precipitation), the concentrations measured in cloud water (<0.1 to 75 INP−8 mL−1; n = 12; [6])
were not different from those measured in precipitation (0.42 to >8.15 mL−1, n = 121) (p > 0.05;
Mann-Whitney test) (Figure S3). This suggests a relative enrichment in precipitation compared
with, notably, microbial cells, which were found more dilute in precipitation than in cloud water
(110–661,000 mL−1 vs. 3300–244,000 mL−1, respectively [30]).
Theories and observations indicate that INPs can be responsible for triggering precipitation [24,28].
In particular the most efficient of them, i.e., those acting at the warmest temperatures, should be
relatively enriched in precipitating water compared with their relative abundance in aerosols or clouds,
respect to other compounds, particles and less efficient INPs [24,59,66]. For investigating the processing,
i.e., the specific behavior, of INPs in the atmosphere, we statistically compared our data with others
measurements carried out at nearby, at puy de Dôme Mountain Observatory (1465 m a.s.l.), in clouds
and aerosols in the frame of other studies [6,30,32]. In addition, INP concentration measurements
were carried out on aerosols collected on a weekly basis in 2012 on quartz filter at the same site to
account for different sampling methods. In order to compare the freezing profiles of precipitation
with those of cloud water and aerosols while avoiding the influence of dilution, INP concentration
data at the temperature T (INPT) were normalized by the concentration measured in the same
sample at −8 ◦C (INP−8), i.e., the warmest temperature at which INP concentration was within
the quantification range for most samples in all the datasets. The average value of INP−8 was not
different between precipitation and clouds, as mentioned above (Figure S3). The normalization of INP
data allows revealing the relative contribution of different categories of INPs to the raw corresponding
freezing profiles. The resulting normalized average cumulative freezing profiles of precipitation from
Opme station, aerosols and cloud water from puy de Dôme are presented in Figure 6.
The relative average freezing profiles of ice nucleation active (INA) bacteria strains, the most active
natural INP known, are also plotted here for comparison; these were isolated by culture from cloud
water collected at puy de Dôme [11]. The relative contribution of INPs active at temperatures ≥−7 ◦C
and at −9 ◦C was significantly lower in clouds than it was in precipitation (Mann–Whitney test,
p < 0.05), while it was similar at colder temperatures. This clearly indicates that precipitation was
relatively enriched with the INPs active at the warmest temperatures. The profiles of aerosols were
intermediate between those of clouds and precipitation, independently of the sampling method used
(filtration or impingement). This demonstrates some extent of partitioning of INPs in the atmosphere
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depending on the temperature at which INPs catalyze ice formation, and involving water condensation,
freezing and precipitation.Atmosphere 2017, 8, 229  12 of 17 
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Figure 6. Average normalized cumulative freezing profiles of precipitation, aerosols and cloud water
samples collected in the same area and normalized to their respective INP−8. In addition of data
generated in this study on precipitation and aerosols collected by filtration (see Table S4 and Figure
S4 for data), literature data were retrieved for cloud water and aerosols collected by impingement
from [6,32], respectively (studies led at puy de Dôme summit, i.e., a few km away from the sampling
site investigated here). The average normalized freezing profile of ice-nucleation active (INA) bacteria
isolated from clouds previously [11] is also shown for comparison. Asterisks indicate significant
difference between precipitation and cloud water (Mann-Whitney test, p < 0.05).
The most efficient INP known so far, INA bacteria (e.g., [8]), are probably affected by this
processing. The bioprecipitation hypothesis proposed in the 1980’s directly related to this processing.
The hypothesis proposed that biological particles such as bacteria can induce precipitation, and so
accelerate their own deposition thanks to a better ice nucleation activity compared to other particle
types [67]. Cultures and characterization of INA species of bacteria indicated that precipitation is
indeed enriched with INA phenotypes as compared to plants and rivers, suggesting that these bacteria
can take advantage of atmospheric transport and colonize distant environments. This phenomenon
was also indirectly observed in the recent years by investigating freshly fallen precipitation at high
altitude: INPs active at warm temperatures were found to be depleted when the air mass had already
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precipitated earlier elsewhere [24]. Similarly, experiments involving clone population of cultivated
INA bacteria injected in cloud simulation chamber resulted in cloud freezing, then in precipitation;
only the less efficient INA bacteria remained aloft after cloud evaporated [59].
4. Conclusions
Our mid-term and quasi systematic study of the freezing characteristics of precipitation allowed
to establish links, some of which can be causal, between the distribution of biological INPs in the
atmosphere and environmental characteristics. Our work also gives hints on how to investigate the
role of INPs and their distribution over the globe in the future.
Several of these relationships support the actual role of biological INPs in inducing precipitation.
Clear temporal variations were observed, at short term, and also in relation with the monthly frequency
of precipitation occurring at the sampling site. In addition, acidification was evidenced to be linked
with a diminution of the freezing capacity of the precipitation samples. This could be due to a simple
undetected source effect, and/or to a diminution of the natural nucleation efficiency of INPs caused
by low pH. In any case, this fact could add to the “rain suppression” effect caused by anthropogenic
aerosols [68] and lead to even larger decreases of rain occurrence in some areas of the globe impacted
by pollution.
The pH was strongly correlated with the freezing characteristics of the samples; as this is easily
measurable, it could probably be used as a proxy for rapid investigation of the freezing properties
of atmospheric waters, or it should at least be measured simultaneously to verify this relationship.
In turn, the water isotope ratio might not be as informative as expected [19] for investigating INPs
distribution and processing in precipitation when collected well below cloud base.
The proximity with puy de Dôme Meteorological station, where many studies concerning the
chemistry and biology of the atmosphere are conducted, gave us the possibility to compare datasets
on aerosols, clouds, and precipitation, and investigate the atmospheric fate of INPs. From statistics,
we demonstrated that INPs are naturally enriched in precipitation compared with other biological
aerosols such as microbial cells. They partition in the atmosphere depending on the temperature
at which they initiate ice formation, and this phenomenon involves clouds. This supports the
bioprecipitation hypothesis involving certain species of bacteria, the extremely high ice nucleation
activity of which was proposed they favor their own deposition to the surface with precipitation,
and so atmospheric dispersion. Future work in this field could focus on simultaneously studying
cloud and precipitation of the same meteorological events, in order to account for their physical link.
Aerosols also will have to be sampled for evaluating the extent of wash-out processes on the biological
composition of precipitation compared with clouds.
Supplementary Materials: The following are available online at www.mdpi.com/2073-4433/8/11/229/s1,
Supplementary zipfile 1: ECMWF atmospheric profiles of cloud cover, humidity, liquid water content
and ice water content, Supplementary zipfile 2: ECMWF backtrajectory plots over the 48 h preceding the
sampling day (time of the day was adjusted when formal information on the precipitation time was available),
Figure S1: Cumulative INP concentration of all the precipitation samples investigated in this study (n = 121),
Figure S2: Cumulative INP concentration in precipitation samples selected for their low and high freezing activities,
Figure S3: Comparison between the composition of precipitation and cloud water, Figure S4: Summary plot,
Table S1: xls file: whole dataset for precipitation at Opme, Table S2: Temporal characteristics of the dataset,
Table S3: xls file: Spearman rank order correlation matrix for Opme precipitation variables, Table S4: Summary of
the unpublished puy de Dôme summit aerosol dataset used for comparison with precipitation collected at Opme.
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